Home depot boat

In more than 2, stores across North America, we aspire to excel in service â€” to our customers,
associates, communities and shareholders. That's The Home Depot difference. We live by a
simple premise by our founders: Put customers and associates first, and the rest will take care
of itself. Our three-legged stool sets a strategic framework that drives lasting customer and
shareholder value. The first stores, at around 60, square feet each, were cavernous warehouses
that dwarfed the competition and stocked 25, products, much more than the average hardware
store at that time. Our Founders Story. See Our History. Our Values Our culture and success are
built on an unwavering loyalty to eight guiding principles. Inverted Pyramid We live by a simple
premise by our founders: Put customers and associates first, and the rest will take care of itself.
Three-legged Stool Our three-legged stool sets a strategic framework that drives lasting
customer and shareholder value. Did You Know? Visit our newsroom. Download Here. Read Full
Bio. Terms of use. Pontoon Depot is a group of boat owners who have enjoyed many years on
the water in everything from small flat bottom boats all the way up to large houseboats. With
over years of combined boating experience we have "seen it all" when it comes to boating and
we want to put that experience to use in helping you make the best decisions for your boat. Our
love of pontoon boats has led the way while using them for everything from duck hunting to
scuba diving, and of course a lot of fishing and fun in the sun making family memories. We are
located centrally in the United States in Little Rock, Arkansas and we enjoy many, many great
lakes and rivers here in the Natural State. Being centrally located we can get shipments to either
side of the country in a very timely fashion. We know that when you need something for your
boat that you need to get back on the water and back to the relaxation. Returns to Pontoon
Depot must be made within 30 days of the purchase. Items must be unused and still in original
packaging. Please feel free to contact us for any questions that you might have. You can reach
us toll free at DEPO. If we don't answer the phone it's probably because we're out on the water!
Applies to lower 48 states of the US. All your boating needs in one place! DEPO pontoon-depot
pontoon-depot. My Account. Welcome to Pontoon Depot! Login Create Account. Shopping Cart.
Live the Life You Always Wanted! Pontoon Depot Best Sellers. Quick View. Fuel Systems. Mar
14, Amy Cabanas. Mar 07, Amy Cabanas. Feb 29, Amy Cabanas. Deck Boats vs. Pontoons: How
They Compare for Feb 20, Amy Cabanas. Keep in Touch Sign up for our newsletter! To enroll in
paperless for your account, start by reading the terms and conditions below. You are agreeing
to receive your statements electronically only and some of your legal notices electronically
only. If you do not wish to enroll, choose Cancel and deselect the Paperless Statements and
Letters checkbox. We send cardholders various types of legal notices, including notices of
increases or decreases in credit lines, privacy notices, account updates and statements.
Currently, we can provide some of these legal notices, including statements, electronically. We
are working towards being able to provide all of these legal notices electronically. When we are
able to provide all legal notices electronically, we will notify you by email. In the meantime, if
you choose to receive legal notices electronically, you will need to monitor both your U. To
receive your legal notices electronically, your computer must be capable of printing or storing
email, web pages and documents in PDF format and your browser must meet minimum system
requirements. Your privacy and security are important to us. That is why we require you to use
a browser with bit security encryption to proceed with your application. This protection helps to
ensure that the information you send and receive will remain confidential. If you choose to
receive legal notices and statements electronically and then want a paper notice, call us at the
number on the back of your card and we will mail it to you. You may cancel through account
online or by calling us at the number on the back of your card. We will send notifications
regarding the availability of your statement online and legal notices to the email address you
provided to us until you contact us to change it. It is your responsibility to update promptly any
changes in this information. If your email address changes, please update it through Account
Online or call us at the number on the back of your card. I agree to receive my billing statements
and other legal notices electronically as available. I understand that when I receive an electronic
notice it will replace a paper copy. I also understand that I will need to check both my U. You will
receive paperless notifications at the email address currently associated with your account. If
you remain inactive, we will sign you out to protect your information. The perfect secure
password is easy to remember, but difficult for outsiders to guess. Keep these tips in mind
when creating your User ID and Password. That site may have a privacy policy and security that
is different from this Citibank, N. Citibank, N. Email Privacy At Citi Cards, we are dedicated to
protecting your privacy. We want you to feel comfortable about giving us your email address.
The following Email Policy was developed to help you understand how we use email and what
your choices are. Introducing a whole new experience built to give you more control over your
card and your time. Your account setup is complete. Now discover a whole new online account,
built to give you more control over your card and your time. Note: If your browser has an ad

blocker installed, you may want to turn it off now to enjoy the full site. Enrollment in Credit Card
Paperless Statements and E-Communications We send cardholders various types of legal
notices, including notices of increases or decreases in credit lines, privacy notices, account
updates and statements. Minimum System Requirements Your privacy and security are
important to us. Getting Paper Copies If you choose to receive legal notices and statements
electronically and then want a paper notice, call us at the number on the back of your card and
we will mail it to you. Cancelling Paperless Statements and E-Communications You may cancel
through account online or by calling us at the number on the back of your card. Updating Email
Address We will send notifications regarding the availability of your statement online and legal
notices to the email address you provided to us until you contact us to change it. Credit Card
Paperless Statements and E-Communications Authorization I agree to receive my billing
statements and other legal notices electronically as available. Access this page from your Home
Screen. Make your User ID and Password two distinct entries. Use phrases that combine spaces
and words i. NOTE: 1 space only between each word or character. You should not: Use your
name. Use multiple consecutive spaces. Use more than three consecutive or sequential digits
unless your User ID is an email address i. Use a single word that can be found in the dictionary.
Use something readily identifiable, such as your name, birthday, spouse or child's name, Social
Security Number, phone number or street address. These can be traced directly to you and are
easy for potential hackers to guess. Use letters or numbers that are near each other on the
keyboard i. Share your information with anyone â€” ever. Need more suggestions? Have some
fun and try one of these formulas: Choose a meaningful phrase with words in it e. Insert two
digits into a word e. Replace the vowels or other letters in a short phrase with numbers or other
characters. Misspell a word, drop some letters, add other characters, or make up crazy words
using symbols instead of vowels or consonants. Drop the vowels in a long word e. Even better,
add some numbers e. Agreements null. Thus, if you do not want to receive marketing material
by email, just indicate your preference on your email profile. If you do so, please note that you
could continue to receive some marketing information until your request is processed.
Important Note: Please keep in mind that Citi reserves the right to continue to notify you by
email regarding your account. Welcome to Your New Online Account. Get around faster in an
intuitive, clutter-free environment. Log in from anywhere with a design optimized for any device.
Manage your account your way with all the features you enjoyed beforeâ€”and more. Site Tour
Site Tour. Modificar preferencia de idioma. Site Map. Privacy Link opens in a new window.
Notice at Collection Link opens Notice at Collection in a new window. Accessibility Link opens
in a new window. Site Terms Link opens in a new window. Get Help Hi, how can I help? Hi, how
can I help? Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New
resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Thread starter bobbo Start date Oct 31, Prev 1 2 3 Next. First Prev 2 of 3 Go
to page. Joined Oct 15, Messages Re: making your own marine plywood out of home depot
plywood?? My floor seems perfectly solid, top and bottom, my carpet is just ugly, not even
terrible. If i pull the carpet and the floor seems perfectly fine, would I not be perfectly fine just
recarpting the good wood? Woodonglass Supreme Mariner. Joined Dec 29, Messages 25, If the
wood has not been water saturated and in fact is solid an sound there is no reason you can't
apply your choice of sealer to it and install new carpet. With proper care and maintenance it will
last a long time IMHO. Joined Mar 19, Messages 8, Meh, it all depends on how much work you
want to do and what kind of job you want when you're finished. There's nothing wrong with
reusing your old plywood if it's still good, but removing the old glue and carpet backing that's
stuck to it is a job. You can figure an hour or more per sheet with a belt sander and a 30 grit
belt. Pulling the old carpet up isn't bad, just grab a corner and start pulling. If your old decking
is wet, you'll need to let it dry out after sanding or the urethane won't penetrate and bond well I
reused the decking on my boat because it is a high grade of plywood and was still in real good
shape, this is what it looked like when I pulled the carpet off: You can see the old glue and
carpet backing stuck to it. This is what it looked like after I sanded it off and put 2 coats of
epoxy resin on it I buy my epoxy resin from USComposites: Epoxy :? Epoxy Resins and
Hardeners The 2 gallon kit of the or should be plenty to do all the decking on your boat and it'll
help make your old wood last even longer. Going with marine vinyl or a paint on finish like Tuff
Coat or Durabak, will keep your boat and plywood looking nicer for a lot longer than carpet will
So do you just paint on the epoxy resin with a brush or roller? And what is drying time like?
Also, If you were reusing the wood, why not Leave the wood on the boat and put the epoxy resin

on Unless you did both sides. I guess it would be the lazy way to go and just leave it on the boat
and just do the top Last edited: Nov 3, The cups and brushes are disposable because it takes
more time to clean them up than they're worth, but the black spreader cleans up easily with
mineral spirits. The thing about working with epoxy is to mix small batches and work fairly
quickly, in mass in the cup the epoxy has about a 15 or 20 minute pot life Which brings us to the
removal of the plywood from the boat. Wood coated with epoxy should't be left outside
overnight if it hasn't cured about 24 hrs. Bringing the newly coated wood inside for the night
works much better. The learning curve on using epoxy is a quick one and I actually enjoy using
it. I keep some around the house all the time for whatever projects pop up. I actually used this
epoxy to seal all of my exterior wood door frames on my house, I also used it to restore some
old wooden boat paddles I had laying around. You can buy powder fillers for it to make epoxy
adhesives and fillers, I actually fixed the beater brush on my upright vacuum cleaner with this
stuff Auger01 Petty Officer 1st Class. Joined Aug 15, Messages Yup epoxy is the permanent
waterproof solution. Keep it out of thesun and it will last forever. Unless you recoat varnish and
paint every few years, they only delay the rot. Joined Aug 7, Messages Here is my floor so far.
Honestly when i started I thought "jigngrub said 1 hour per sheet, he must be nuts, this is going
fast Used an orbital with 60 grit the lowest grit home depot had My other thread is starting to
cross over topics, but i have been thinking about vinyl floor now seems everyone is against
carpet, though i love laying on the floor i do fear fish blood and guts , but not sure how these
waves will feel through the vinyl, or if i just cake it with filler how it will last Last edited: Nov 4,
Joined Sep 17, Messages 6, Hey bobbo looks like you're making good progress. You generally
want to fill the holes first, then cover the wood and sealant. While you probably could get away
with using regular wood filler, I would use an epoxy of some sort. They're both 2-part epoxies
that should be waterproof and quite stable. The JB is kind of an ugly grey color, but if you're
going to cover it that won't matter much. As for the covering itself, lots of folks like the marine
vinyl because it hoses down nicely, comes in all kinds of cool designs and colors to match any
boat, and lasts a long time. It also tends to hold fewer hidden old hooks, dirt and guts. I think it
mostly just comes down to time, money and preference. As long as the covering is easy to
clean while still having a bit of grip, you'll be fine. My decks are just painted. They work fine, but
they get pretty slick when they get wet, so I need add some non-slip as a top coat, or
something. Line-X actually makes a spray-on, marine, non-slip paint. It's kinda pricey, but it
apparently lasts forever and comes in a million colors. Some folks even use it on the bottom of
their hulls for an extra layer of protection. JB weld is like metal and costs way to much to use
sparingly as a filler. Oh, I see how deep the waves are now. In that case, you'd have to use a
product like marine-tex which is a spreadable epoxy, but it's also pretty pricey. I'll sand it some
more before i urethane it and see if that helps a bit. A little wavyness won't hurt anything. I'd mix
up some PB to fill that wavy plywood and smooth it out with a bondo spreader. Cheap and
would work great. Yeah, that's the mechanical sanding "wavy gravy". Since you're going with
the spar I can't recommend a good filler other than PB or epoxy filler that won't break loose on a
plywood deck. If you were going with epoxy you could get a couple quarts of SM fairing
compound filler and mix up your own filler with the epoxy resin, that's how I got my decking
fairly flat after mechanical sanding. Last edited: Nov 6, Joined Jan 25, Messages 6, Gibbles
Lieutenant Commander. Joined Nov 14, Messages 1, I just use a scraper, sometimes cardboard
and pour my epoxy on the wood and then spread it around. IMO; if the decking is ok, rip the
carpet up and hit the deck with a palm sander to clean up, then seal, sand again and put a few
more coats down before new carpet or what ever. I'm like my father, he has a an 18 year old
boat and the seats look new, carpet looks as new as a 18 year old carpet could look, but it gets
cleaned asap, and after every outing, always covered, etc The seats are getting reupholstered
so i won't have those back until february or march, but the new siding goes in as well as the
new decals. Once the seats are done, the bimini top and boot will be re-done to match. Urethane
looks real good Bob. I'm a bit OCD myself and that was the primary reason behind my previous
suggestions. The adhesive instructions will also mention using a lb. I'd normally suggest
buying a hand roller with a thinner lighter weight carpet, but with that plush 28 oz. These are
just suggestions and you can build your boat any way you want, but I learned the hard way that
carpet fails from not following instructions aren't pretty:. You must log in or register to reply
here. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources
Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews
Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Thread starter bobbo Start date Oct 31, Joined Oct 15, Messages Last

edited: Nov 13, Joined Jul 18, Messages 14, Re: making your own marine plywood out of home
depot plywood?? If you can get a manufacturer's marking off of the original wood, you might
find that it is standard exterior grade plywood. GT Rear Admiral. Joined Jul 13, Messages 4,
Joined Nov 3, Messages I have a 28' Harris Flote bote that has been used as a floating dock by
previous owners. I removed the carpet to take a look at the deck and see that it's stamped the
year and it is exterior plywood, uncoated. There is just slight delamination on the top layer near
a couple of edges. I coated it with a 2 part Amercoat epoxy, I'll probably recarpet. That being
said, I looked at every cost effective option for covering and there is none. Just my opinion.
Last edited: Oct 31, Joined Sep 17, Messages 6, You can even use several coats of Spar
Urethane, if the epoxy is too pricey or hard to find. I like either the house paint or spar urethane
idea Would I do this on top and bottom? That being said, this boat is trailered and used once a
week if I'm lucky. I agree the epoxy would last forever but that is a lot of money for me And
whats non-pt mean? Lyle Lieutenant. Joined Mar 10, Messages 1, Joined Mar 19, Messages 8,
What do you plan on putting back over your deck, more carpet? No worries about the epoxy
bobbo. The spar will work just fine, especially if you thin the first few coats a bit so it can soak
deeply into the wood. Be sure you hit the top, bottom and all of the sides as well. It's best if you
can cut and dry fit the wood panels then pre-drill as many holes as possible before apply it. Just
take your time, do at least coats and it will look great and last for ages. You can then paint over
it, cover it with carpet, or just leave it in the clear coat. You want to avoid pressure treated wood
pt , particularly in aluminum boats, as it can cause pitting and corrosion in your hull. Good luck.
I have a 2 year old daugther, otherwise i would do the wood floor looking vinyl, but i need a soft
floor for her bottom. I'm going to do a test spot today under the console to see if i even "need"
to replace the floor. I'm just assuming i have to since from a lot of stories of trying to replace 15
- 20 year old carpet usually means days scraping off glue, although the rare story of a crappy
glue job means a clean carpet removal. I'm starting with a premiere brand boat, so if its like the
rest of the boat, it was probably glued right, which means it may not come off easy I'm getting
the seats re-upholstered and replacing the siding, and the blue carpet just won't match
anything. Once you seal the new wood, you can cover it with whatever you like; carpet, vinyl,
paint, etc Joined Aug 7, Messages Last edited: Nov 1, I also put down awesome marine vinyl. I
am very pleased with the way it turned out. View attachment View attachment View attachment
Nah, that's marine vinyl My Nautolex marine decking vinyl has that pebble grain texture to it too
I bought a 8. I guess I dont know why you think it carpet Joined Apr 28, Messages Marine
plywood is It has far fewer voids than exterior ply, waterproof glue, and a beautiful one side
finish. It is also called sign board and used by sign companies for exterior signs. I coated it with
an epoxy resin on its edges and faces. Came out beautiful. I mad stringers and flooring from it.
You must log in or register to reply here. No screenshots or pics where the only focus is a
screen. No pictures with added or superimposed digital text. No porn or gore. All titles must
follow title rules. Submissions are only allowed from one of the approved image hosts. No gifs
or videos. Comments must be civil. Any racism, bigotry, or any other kind of hate speech is
strictly prohibited and will result in a ban. No submissions featuring before-and-after depictions
of personal health progress or achievement. No false claims of ownership FCoO or flooding.
Normal users are allowed only one self-promotional link per post. Click here to find more
specialized picture subreddits. It goes back to boat builder Don Aronow who built a fast boat he
thought resembled a cigarette, then he started a racing team called cigarette. Then he built
boats for drug dealers in miami, then he built a boat for the police to catch the drug dealers.
Then he was killed, probably by drug dealers. OP this is going to front page just watch. Amazing
craftsmanship. And I seriously applaud and admire your patience. I thought it was a kit sold at
HD and peed myself a little as I was about to search for it on their website! Maybe you should
turn it into a kit and sell it at HD! Smith Island crab skiffs are sold as kits with an engine and
everything for surprisingly cheap, and they are super fun to build and there's a small racing
association too. They're a bit longer than this though. Thought I'd put one in there but I guess I
didn't. Here ya go This is straight to their site to order the kit, I think they sell just the plans too,
but they also sell kits with just the parts mostly cut out and ready to build, and also the parts
cut out as well as engine and everything else you'd need to put her in the water as soon as the
paint dries. It is meant to be a thumbnail for a YouTube video. So I amped everything up. You
gave it the vibe it deserved. Well done! Enough mentioned it I worked it out. I bought all of the
play wood and birch from Home Depot. I will eventually release plans for this boat. Though
elkinsdiy. This thing is slick as hell and you look as proud as you should be. Ahh, I hear you.
Then take a year! I drove from NJ to Spokane Washington to meet him. Yeah, we had been
chatting for quite some time. It was cool to be on the water in our own boats. Joking aside, well
done! Even though I have not an iota of woodworking bone in my body, I feel a tingle of jealousy
rising inside me. It is. But only the water and wood jetty. I was getting it ready for Youtube and

this is The thumbnail. Pretty good line work! If you turned down the brightness on the boat a bit
and added some noise to the rest of the image, I probably wouldn't have been able to tell it was
photoshopped at all. Yeah true. The image is so small on a phone, all that will fade. I teach
graphic design in high school, tho it sounds like you know your stuff too. Yeah I mean
ultimately people aren't going to be scrutinizing the thumbnail anyways. Just wanted to provide
some constructive criticism as to what stood out to me. Took me 7 months to make. But mine is
more complicated than many boats like this. We have a mini boat group with lots of people
making their own. Right before the Space Needle view, I was like Seattle! I'm a Seattleite and
moved away a handful of years ago. I appreciate you! Sorry about the annoying music. It gets
better as the series goes on. I built it going against the traditional boat making methods. Really
just to show that even if you do it wrong, it will still work. Beware the deadly duck boats. Yea
that happened like an hour away from me. That day was crazy we had several storms pop up
that did some serious straight line wind damage down in NW Arkansas. Man I remember going
in these things in Boston and Salem, MA as a kid and always being uneasy around them. When I
saw this happen it confirmed putting civilians in these death traps is a really bad idea. But by
law was suppose to have registration etc like a car. Makes sense. Thank you for the quick
answer! The biggest risk is something happening, and the lack of registration compounding
your problems, not getting ticketed for it. Trailer is only a single wheel and it has a wheel hub
mount. Oh crap good job on that!! I really hope all of the electronics are aggressively
waterproofed and prepped for unexpected large waves. The boat and electronics are super
insulated from water. I never had a single drop reach the interior. I was shocked tbh. I'm
shockingly impressed you tested it that thoroughly. The people who I know would round up to
0. I'm sure they would be shocked For other catastrophic reasons. It was purely trial by fire. I
had to travel across the country to meet this guy. It was all in one piece after thousands of miles
of rattling. Good enough for me ;. At the time I used 2 x deep cycle 12v AH batteries. Very
heavy! And an 86lb thrust trolling motor. I will switch to twin motors and Li-ion batteries for a
lighter and lower center of gravity battery pack. Pelican cases make great enclosures and are
easy to work with, waterproof cable glands make it legit. They are pretty perfect. Though I may
make my own out of fiberglass, since I have so much of it. Custom fit is hard to beat! It would be
fun to clad the top of one of these with solar so it can charge itself in the sun. If it was me, I'd
include something like that for the day I misjudge my time, because I'm an idiot. Not the throw
money at it until it is delivered to my house aisle? That's a really cool project, I watched some of
your videos as well. Was it particularly troublesome to make it? I was also wondering how much
the final project cost, since boats are usually rather expensive. Thank you : I had never built
anything like it. I just watched YouTube videos for some guidance and moved forward as I
wanted one. There are some cool beginners projects which are much cheaper at elkinsdiy. Plus
American Boathead in Youtube. Damn, saving your comment for later. I've been wanting to do
some cool projects, and I've wanted a boat for as long as I could remember, naturally though,
big boats are Hella expensive. Did you have a lot of the woodworking equipment beforehand
like saws and lathes and whatever else you needed , or did you buy it as you needed it? I had
the basics in tools then someone we knew dad passed away. I got all his tools. I only really
needed sanders, electric drill and band saw. Though could have used less. Some boats, all you
needs is a knife, and a drill and zip ties. You can make it as simple or complicated as you want
and as expensive or cheap as you like. Some of the boats cost as much a s1 sheet of 5mm ply
and a trolling motor and some cheap fiberglass. Am I the only one that thinks this picture looks
'shopped? Here is the whole series. I apologize for music in my early videos. Very cool I'm
gathering parts for an electric boat project now. Going to check your vids now. Thank you. We
are also on Facebook. Lots of people making mini boats. Dude that is gorgeous. Rivals the
craftsmanship in some larger boats. The build alone is true quality life memory but the final
product must be fun as hell too. You should be proud. I would try to build one but i'm pretty
certain I would end up with a missing finger and splinters on the inside of my asshole. Also
great job its perfect. I'm really interested to see how you put the electric motor and prop in
there. Is it the boat from this video? I read that Home Depot treats their flowers with some kind
of crazy pesticide that kills bees. Where'd the horn come from? I don't remember seeing that
roaming the aisles of the depot. Not this version. Though it would be easy to put an outboard on
it. This had a slow trolling electric motor on it. I could if it was worth it. I actually will be getting
rid of this one eventually. Though it needs some work. Thank you! Good to see your getting
back to wrapping up the series. Sadly, I had to cut up my mini and toss it. I never painted it and
the sun destroyed the fiberglass causing the wood to rot. Still working on that jet boat I started
3 years ago. If I thought it would boost my channel. Though I love my boat. Not sure I could do
it. I once told a guy off for blowing up his own wooden Boat that he took ages to build. Check
out "How Ridiculous" on YouTube. They have a massive following and an odd obsession with

You may not want to drop that boat, but I'm sure they'd at least hear a pitch for a collab, with
that workmanship. I saw this and immediately thought "This guy ripped off Artistic Brit! I
watched your entire series, it was really good! That's just damn impressive. Didn't know they
sold everything at home depot to do such a build. It's time for me to build my own navy lol. Well
done sir well done. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy
Policy. All rights reserved. Want to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit an image. Get an
ad-free experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. We prefer that new users
post original content and not common pictures from the internet. All posts by new users require
mod approval in order to weed out spammers. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet.
Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities. Want to add to the discussion?
Post a comment! Create an account. It charges via sub. Yeah, it was a lesson in patience for
sure. Make us some boats! I want to see this thing in action. Can I get one of these? How much?
Where is the video of water jousting? Where are the water cannons! Very simple to make. The
project is awesome as well btw, good work! How fast? But ai have plans ;. I look forward to
watching the videos! Thank you very much. And if you've got a big burly guy paddling, maybe
even in a canoe. Just search how to build a mini
2000 camry fuel filter
3 speed fan capacitor wiring diagram
capital subaru salem
electric boat. I want one it looks fun! Fantastic work, and great place to sail your boat! I love
that lake. You both look really happy cruisin around in those boats. It changed me. Thought it,
made it, lived it. What lake you on? Now I have to go read the article you posted. It will spur you
to do something more. Looks awesome tho, good work. If it can take a few thousand miles of
highway, the water should be a breeze. What did you use for batteries and electric motors? Of
course, it might be cheaper and lighter to just bring a paddle. I hear you. I might be making
these for people. Great work on the boat and look forward to what you make next! Lewis
Hamilton? Cool regardless. My next boat will be better I know. Nice, enjoy my guy. No water
came inside. They look really cool. Do you plan to drop this off a tall gravity experiment tower in
Australia? They're a little over the top, but you'd certainly gain exposure! Way to rock the boat!
Sea what I did there? I'd love to see a write up.

